Abstract-In this paper, we propose a system that supports memory recall based on the topic map. Recent search engines specify can provide the words that are usually input along with keywords in a query. However, such words are not necessarily what the user really wants to know. Instead, we utilized Topic Maps, since it provides a higher level of semantic abstraction. We proposed a method using an input of a question given as a natural Japanese sentence and with outputs of the candidate answer words that users want to recall. We evaluated our system and found that its accuracy was 75%, if they were input as-is, and 90% if we input sentences ending in a noun abstractly expressing the word to be recalled.
I. INTRODUCTION
When we forget a particular word, other related words usually come to mind. In that situation, it is convenient to search for the word based on related keywords.
Of course, we may do so by inputting the keywords into a search engine. However, the huge number of results mean it usually takes time to find. Though recent search engines have a function to specify words frequently searched-for as input keywords, such words are not necessarily related to the target words. In that case, the provided words will not be suitable to help us remember the target word.
In this study, we utilize Topic Maps [1] , [2] . This is a form of information technology that stores and deals with data and their relationships. In fact, there have been many studies on memory recall support systems [3] , [4] , which have utilized contexts as the key to extract matters of interest. However, most of their targets are schedules or web browsing histories, rather than words. We utilize Topic Maps, since it provides us with relationships, rather than contexts, between words and is expected to support us in finding the answer word to be recalled.
Naively, a user might want to input keywords related to the word that he/she wants to remember. However, such a system will output inappropriate words, because it ignores the relationships between the input keywords.
To take account of the relationship between keywords entered by the user, in this study, we assume that he/she enters a query as a natural language sentence in Japanese. We will propose a method to find the word based on words and their dependency relationships in sentences entered by the user. We also discuss the implementation of our method and evaluate the implemented system via the applicable criteria that follow.
II. TOPIC MAPS
A Topic Map is composed of the following elements: 1) A topic representing the subject. 2) An association representing the relationship between topics 3) An occurrence, the link between a topic and its attributes or properties. It is composed of the following two items.  An occurrence type that is a kind of attribute or property.  An occurrence value that is the contents in the type of occurrence. 4) A type of topic representing the category to which the topic belongs. 5) An association role representing the role played by a topic in an association. These elements are called as topic map information items. In this study, we shed light on the parts of speech of words and their positions in an input sentence, and identify them with topic map information items.
In order to store large-scale topic maps, there are some topic map databases [5] , [6] , which provide an efficient data processing method to update and/or to retrieval.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
As we mentioned, we use a natural language sentence in Japanese as a query. In such query, the noun at the end is a word representing the type of target topic that should be returned to the user's query. For example, if the user enters a query, "映画もののけ姫の監督は?" ("Who is the director of the movie Princess Mononoke?"). In response to this query, the word that should be returned is 宮崎駿 (Hayao Miyazaki), the director of that movie. The noun at the end of the query is 監督 (director), which denotes the type of target topic representing the answer word. As you see, the position of a word in a sentence and its part of speech are keys to identify words in the query with topic map information items.
Unlike English and other languages, the Japanese language does not require a space between words in a sentence. Hence, we need morphological analysis to automatically identify the words included in the sentence, as well as their parts of speech.
We also need to examine whether each of the divided words is an information item in the target topic map. This is because some kinds of words such as postposition cannot be topic map information items. To guess the item to which each word belongs, we investigated 16 topic maps contained in A Word Recall Supporting System Based on Topic Maps H. Shirahama and M. Kimura OKS samplers [7] in order to kind the relationships between the parts of speech of words and information items in several topic maps. As a result, we found that some parts of speech corresponded to the sets of topic map information items (TABLE I ). In the rest of this paper, we ignore words whose part of speech is not listed in Table I , because it is difficult to identify them with topic map information items systematically. Moreover, we call the remained words keywords.
Subsequently, we query a topic map database to identify the topic map information item in which each of the keywords is stored. Obtaining this item, we then search for objects embodying the keyword, which we call bodies. For example, if the keyword is "director", the corresponding item will be the type of topic. In this case, the bodies are the topics whose type is the director. Table II shows the correspondence relationship between the topic map information item storing a target keyword and its body.
In order to find an answer word, we utilize the dependency relationships between keywords in a given sentence. A dependency relationship indicates that a word modifies the meaning of another word or limits its meaning. In addition, Japanese is a head-final language. Thus, except for a word at the end of the sentence, each word exactly modifies one word among the words appearing to its right. Therefore, all words in the sentence indirectly modify the word at the end of the sentence. If we find the relationships representing the intended dependency relationship in the topic map, it is highly possible that the right answer is the name of the body corresponding to the word at the end of sentence and connected to the most found relationships. The following steps show our method to determine the candidates of the word that the user wants to recall. 1) Leveraging a noun at the end of a query and its corresponding topic map information item, we search for its bodies, which are the candidates of an answer word. 2) We assign a counter to each of the bodies, which counts the number of words with corresponding topic map information items. 3) We search for the word that depends on the word in the last step. According to TABLE II, we again search for bodies corresponding to the found word. If the bodies are associated with those in the last step, we increment the counter assigned to the associated bodies in Step 1. 4) We iterate Steps 2 and 3 until the head word of the sentence. 5) We sort and show the words of bodies in Step 1 in descending order of the count. With this method, it is essential to apply dependency parsing to a sentence. In general, a dependency-parsing tool assumes a dictionary that lists words and their parts of speech. Compound words, such as titles of books and movies, are wrongly decomposed into words, if they are not listed in the dictionary. This is not suitable for our method, since topics with such compound word names never match the parsed words in the sentence. Accordingly, we add all the words appearing in a target topic map to the dictionary in advance so that the parsing can be correctly performed.
A further difficulty comes from the fact that the dependency parsing tools deal with synonyms as completely different words. If the words in a given sentence and the names of a topic map information item are synonyms, they should be identified with each other. Otherwise, users have to use the names in a query sentence to obtain a correct answer. Obviously, we cannot expect this situation. We therefore created a synonym topic map based on the Japanese WordNet [8] , and merged it to a topic map used in the above steps.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of the system implementing the method proposed in this study. A user inputs a query of the word that he wants to recall as a natural language sentence in Japanese.
The system performs morpheme analysis and dependency parsing of the query. It divides the sentence into words and excludes those unnecessary as postpositions.
We used MeCab [9] and CaboCha [10] to perform Japanese morphological analysis and Japanese dependency analysis respectively.
It searches for topic map information items corresponding to the words obtained words using the method from Steps 1 to 5 and queries a topic map database. If there are the words with non-existent topic map information items, the system uses their synonyms retrieved from the topic map.
V. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our system, we made a topic map of the "Studio Ghibli", Japanese animation and film studio. The Studio Ghibli topic map is derived from Wikipedia [11] data and has 1,387 topics, 2,935 associations and 79 occurrences.
We used 20 queries to recall a word about Studio Ghibli, which were chosen from questions in the Japanese Q&A site, Yahoo! Answers. We input them in two ways: one as-is and another involving input of the rewritten sentences, with the word to be recalled abstractly expressed at the end in each case. TABLE III in the appendix shows the queries and words output by the system.
As a result, we obtained the right answers for 15 original queries and 18 rewritten queries respectively.
The reasons why the system returned wrong words are as follows: 1) Certain words that do did not exist as the names of topic map information items in the topic map. Accordingly, the system could not find their bodies. 2) The nouns at the end of certain queries were pronouns such as もの(things) and too generic to be assigned to topic map information items. Therefore, the system could not find candidate answers. The size of this experiment target data is much smaller than the typical size dealt in ordinary information retrieval area. However, in our method, we search only a portion of the database which is in the neighborhood of answer candidates rather than all data in the database. Therefore, the searching time of our method should be much shorter than the order of the amount of data.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed and evaluated a system that supports memory recall based on the topic map.
We proposed an input method using queries of natural Japanese sentences. By applying dependency parsing to the same, the system obtains keywords and their relationships, and searches for candidate answer words that the user wants to recall.
We conducted an experiment to evaluate the accuracy of answers that our system provides to us. The target topic map concerned "Studio Ghibli", the Japanese animation and film studio. We used 20 queries to recall a word about Studio Ghibli, chosen from questions in the Japanese Q&A site, Yahoo! Answers [11] . The results of the experiment of the system reveal accuracy of 75%, if they were input as-is, and was 90% if sentences were input ending in a noun abstractly expressing the word to be recalled. There were two reasons why we could not obtain correct answers: the lack of topic map information items with names matching the word in a query and nouns at the end of queries that were pronouns, too generic to be assigned to topic map information items.
In future, we will improve our method by enriching the topic map and supporting nouns at various levels of abstraction, such as pronouns and hypernyms. Table III shows the queries used in our experiments. In this table, The "Query" column shows the input queries. There are two rows for each query, whose upper rows show an original question and whose lower rows show its rewritten question.
APPENDIX
The "Output words" column shows the words (up to five words) returned by the system after we input a question. The mark (o) at the head of the word indicates that it is a right answer.
The "#" column shows the number of words in the query sentence which has corresponding topic map information items. If it has zero or N/A, it shows that the system did not return a right answer. 
